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Abstract
The report provides a brief history of simulators used during
World War II; nuclear power facilities and mi ssile launching
simulators during the 1950's: manned orbital and lunar flight in the
1960's and 1970's and indicates there is an increased industrial
need for trainers in the future. The increasing sophistication and
expense of the simulators were the direct result of both the cost
and complexity of the systems being simulated and the size and
number of computers required for high fidelity simulation. With
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the advent of mini computers and microprocessors it is feasible
to develop realistic simulations at a greatly reduced price. The
U.S. Bureau of Mines and the Department of Energy have been
responsible for the development, test and evaluation of these
simulators for large mining equipment. The prototype continuous
miner and dragline simulators have been completed and the results
appear favorable. A brief description of both these training syst ems
is provided. Further use and development of these types of training
devices is contingent upon the need and acceptance of simulat ors
by industry , management and labor.
History

INTRODUCTION

1940's. The first large scale use of ｴｲ｡ｩｮｾｧ＠
devices in the
United States had its origin during the ｓ･ ｾｯｮ､＠
World War. The
training devices developed included mockUF- of cockpits of aircraft,
gunnery practice using airc raft s cale models and aircraft trainers
to teach instrument flying to pilots. These devices were ｩｮ･ｸｰｳｶｾ＠
developed the requisite trainee skills and most importantly, allowed
large numbers of individuals to get hands-on experience when the
production items were in short supply. Ln the case of the flight
trainers two additional features became apparent. First, the student
received ernergency training which would be difficult to accomplish
on a real aircraft e . g., aircraft ditching or water egress. Second,
if the student made a serious error it did not result in personal
injury or damage to equipment e.g., missed instrument approach and
missed aircraft carrier land1ngs.
As the military and civilian aircraft became more complex the
training devices became as expensive as the aircraft and required
multiple operator and maintenance personnel for operation. The only
t raining device that remained relatively simple and inexpensive was
the driving simulator to train high school students and adults to
drive automobiles .
1950's. Sophisticated and expensive training devices and
simulators were required with the advent of atomic powered generators
for electricity, ships and submarinas. Also, highly trained ,
experienced, s k illed personnel were required at launch control
centers and mission control centers forexperimental,military,
communication, and manned space flights. In rnost situations, this
training could only be accornplished using simulators. These
simulators required several years to design; cost rnillions of
dollars to build and required a large cadre of highly skilled
persQnnel for operation and rnaintenance. The aircraft, space craft
and nuclear facilities were improving so rapidly that at times
simulator development was lagging behind system development.
1960's. The manned space prograrn developed frorn the one-rnan
Mercury flight to the two-man Gernini rendevous and docking vehicle
to the three-man Apollo orbital, lunar landing and space station
flights in less than 15 ｹ･ｾｲｳＮ＠
These successes were achieved at
the sarne time as deep space-unmanned-voyager probes were bei ng
conducted. Development of large, expensive, sophisticated
simulation devices probably reached its peak during this time frame.
1970 ' s . The space shuttle program reflects the current
state- of- the-art in sophisticated vehicles and simulation equiprnent .
Both the space craft and simulators costing hundred of millions of
dollars.
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Today, industry is a lso utilizing highly sophisticated
simulators for training , eval uation , and promotion of personnel
employed in electric al and nuclear power generator. plants, the
shipping industry. petr oleum refineries, commercial air trave!, and
many other areas.
Computers
The computer makes s imulation possible, but it is also
responsibl e for the high development, operating, and maintenance
costs of these devices. The mass production of mini-computers and
microprocessors has resulted in substantial cost· reductions, and
greatly increased storage capacity. Consequently, the development
of training devices and simulators for ｯｰ･ｲ｡ｴｾｳ＠
of large, expensive
mining equipment is being investigated by the U.S. Bureau of Mines.
The need for inexpensive, relatively simple trainers to improve
operator performance, increase production, and improve safety has
been recognized again.
Types of Trainers and Simulators
The basic types of training devices are recognizable by the
levels of sophistication and the training that can be achieved on
each device.
Procedure Trainer
The procedure trainer is extremely simple and may consist of a
partia! or·full scale, cardboard, wooden or metal mockup of a
control pane!, work station or vehicle compartment. The controls .and
displays may be represented bydrawinqsor pictures but seldom do the
consoles have the actual controls and displays. These controla and
displays are not ope rative. Procedure trainers are used to train
the student the location, configuration and design of the equipment
so he may learn hand motion·,·visual references and sequence of
ｯｰ･ｲ｡ｴｩｮｾ＠
for tasks such as pre-operation inspection, checkout,
start-up, operation, shutdown and post-inspection.
Skill Trainer
A skill trainer is a full scale, c ardboard, wood or metal
mockup which has some or all of the control s and displays i n
operational condition. As the trainee manipulates the controls t he re
is limited feedback either through the displays, indicators, or a
CRT. Feedback may result from mechanical, electrical, or computar
activation.
Part Task Trainer
A part task trainer is usually a permanent, full scale,
structure with many or all of the controla and displays fully
operative. Mechanical, electrical, and computer interaction
providas feedback with the operator. Total t r aining cannot be
accomplished, however, due to limitations usually associated with
the visual system. The visual system may consist of slides, movies,
television projections, CRT displays and/or computar generated
images.
Simulator
The simulator is the most versatil e of the train i ng devices
and has severa! levels of sophistication . It is usually a f ull
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scale replica of the operational equipment and work station . The
system may be fully interactiva with the trainee, the visual system
approaches realism or may be real world and the program for training
is continuous. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the training devices
and the trainer components which would be used in selecting the
design sophistication for a large shovel simulator.
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Selection of Training Equipment
To be cost effective it is necessary to also compare trainer
type with the training objectives to determine the level of
sophistication required to achieve the desired results. Figure 2
is an example of a matrix used to specify system complexity by
training objective for the large shovel . The greater the
sophistication the longer the development time; costs increase
rapidly; training is more complex; and operation and maintenance
requirements increases as does down time and repair time •
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The matrix is completed by determining if the type of training
equipment will provide the necessary hardware, electrical
components, controls, displays, visuals and interaction required
to meet the objectives. The Y's and P's are totaled after the
matrix has been completed and then trade offs concerning the
different type of training equipment which can be used are initiated.
Development of Heavy Equipment Training Devices
When s ystems approach or exceed a million dollars, usually
one or more of the following conditions exist: the number of
systems are limited; operators must be trained to prevent damage
to equipment or personnel; production cannot be delayed; and
operating costs are important. To overcome these problems some
formal means of training is usually required. In the past, large
equipment operators rarely received any structured form of training
prior to operating the equipment. The apprenticeship method and
hands-on training provided the skilled work force. However, to
provide adequately trained operators for the sophisticated, expensive
equipment the traditional hands-on-training and apprenticeship
program must be improved. Several different simulation techniques
have been fUnded and evaluated by the U.S. Bureau of Mines and the
Oepartment of Energy in the last ten years in an attempt to see if
aerospace simulation devices and training techniques are applicable
to training of mining equipment operators. These programs have as
their prime objective (ll . acceleration of skill acquisition by
reducing training time, (2) improving safety by training the
operator to handle emergencies and (3) reduction of accidents by
providing more experienced and skilled operators. Over the years,
safety data indicates a high frequency of accidents among new
operators. Also, experienced operators learning to operate new
equipment with unfamiliar or differently located controls and
displays are accident prone.
Trainers Being Evaluated
The U.S. Bureau of Mines and the u.s. Department of Energy
has funded the evaluation and development of trainers and
simulators to assist in the training of operators of underground
and surface mine equipment. These programs have ｲ･ｳｾｬｴ､＠
in the
development of proto type trainers for the shuttle car, continuous
miner, and large draglines. In addition, the Bureau of Mines has
funded and evaluated a training device which allows an instructor
to alter the reading on the guages and displays on a dump truck
so the instruments would be representative of a malfunctioning of
the truck. The purpose being to train the operator to recognize
and take corrective action when an impending emergency exists.
Other devices used to improve operating efficiency , reduce
accidents and contribute to improved maintenance of large
equipment include electronic devices on crawler tractors, front
end loaders, draglines and excavating and loading shovels. The
devices monitor electrical, mechanical, and hydraulic systems to
determine that the systems are within safe operating parameters
and the energy consumption is optimum for the task being performed.
A two way radio coupled to the monitoring system transmits the
data to the mine office central computer upon request .
Other trainers have been developed by equipment manufacturers.
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These include (1) procedure or part task trainers to assist in the
development of new continuous miner operators. These devices, along
with a student/instructor workbook package, are produced to be sold
to large mines, to community colleges having mining programs and
to equipment operator training centers associated with academic
institutions. (2) Over the road semi-truck operator training
centers have used a truck simulation device for driver training.
(3) Heavy construction equipment operator schools are provided by
private training centers, union training centers, and the U.S. Army
at Fort Leonard Wood in Missouri. These schools and training centers
use smaller equipment, hands-on supervised training, lectures and
classroom instruction to train new operators . The course material
contains information on checkout, operation, shutdown, maintenance
and safety. (4) Companies with underground coal mines have developed
simulated mines built in buildings above ground or used special
underground sections for training of their operators. Both of
these types of training facilities use actual equipment for operator
training. (5) A railroad locomotive simulator to train the engineer
has also been developed. All of these techniques have had varying
degrees of success i.e. some have failed , some have been developed
but have not been adquately evaluated and others are under
development and still remain to be evaulated.
Current
ｓｴ｡ｵｾ＿＠

Roof Bolters
Of the training devices funded and investigated by the Bureau
of Mines, it was determined that the training of operators of roof
bolting machines could best be achieved usinw the actual machine
in a real mine or a simulated environment where the roof bolter
drills in overhead cement slabs .
Simulatorsfor scoop and man trip vehicles have yet to be
developed. Development seems to be dependent upon the success of
the shuttle car part task simulator.
Shuttle Car
Several million dollars has been funded for the development of
two prototype models of the shuttle car over the last eight years
by the Bureau of Mines. The first development model was considered
a failure and the second improved model has exceeded the original
development schedule by two years. This system is desisncd to use
a 16mm movie for the visual system. Consequently, the ｴｲ｡ｾｮ･＠
is
not fully interactiva with the trainee. It is to be evaluated
at Wabash College in Indiana in 1992-1983.
Continuous Miner
The continuous miner simulator was completed over two years
ago by the McDonnell Douglas Electronics Company. Since then it
has been used at Rend Lake College to train new and experienced
Inland Steel coal Company operators and although the second
evaluation appears successful the final resulta have not been
published.
The continuous miner training system is located at Rend Lake
College in Ina, Illinois and is available for instructional purposes.
The recommended class size is small (2-3 trainees) and course
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duration is 2-4 days due to the amount of time available for
hands- on-operation of the simulator by each student.

Figure 3. Continuous Miner Simulator Equipment
The continuous miner trainer is a dynamic, interactive, computer
controlled, part task trainer. A picture of the continuous miner
system is shown in Figure 3. It has a full scale work station with
operational controls. The visual system consists of the CRT with
plan and elevation scenes of an underground mine and a line drawing
of a continuous miner (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Continuous Miner CRT Oisplay
The operator controls the CRT image through manipulation of the
mockup controls. TWo 35mm back projectors present pictures of
underground mine scenes that are representativa of the conditions
that the student would see when tramming or cutting coal underground.
Time and error scores are recorded by the computer. The students
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intersperse operation of the trainer with student workbooks and
classroom instruction.
The total training package is available as a commercial product
or the simulator equipment can be purchased without the training
material.
Dragline
Evaluation of the dragline simulator was completed in August
of 1981 at the Departrnent of Energy (DOE) Facilities at Carterville,
Illinois . The dragline sirnulator was built by McOonnell Douglas
Electronics Company for the Oepartrnent of Energy. The DOE has
given rnanagement of the facilities and dragline simulator to Southern
Illinois University-Carterville. The simulator is being used for
operator training, research and academic courses. A mine supervisor
training prograrn is being developed for the Peabody Coal Company
from the original operator program.
The dragline simulator consists of a full scale dragline cab
and operator station, a 15 ft x 18 ft. scale mine, and a 1/SO
scale 110 cu. yd. dragline model. The visual ｳｹｴｾ＠
is a television
camera and a TV projector which displays the scale rnodel mine scene
to the trainee on a back projected screen in front of the cab. See
Figure S.
The simulator is completely interactive , responding to inputs
from the controls operated by the trainee. The computer has a
keyboard and printer to record perforrnance parameters, record errors,
provide malfunction initiation, and allow program changes so it can
represent any make or rnodel of dragline.
A second TV carnera and recorder is used to provide instant
playback or performance review by the student and the instructor.
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Figure S. Oragline Sirnulator Visual Systern
In addition to the sirnulator, the training package includes
over 90 minutes of sound slide and video films, student workbooks,
a l/lSOth scale model mine and a l/50th scale dragline model for
dynamic concepts training. See Figure 6 and Figure 7.
The operator training course is ten days in duration and the
class size is limited to six students . The ten-day/six-student
programs provides 10-15 hours of sirnulator hands-on training for
each student.
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Figu1e 6. Simulator and Visual
Scene
Student Evaluation

Figure 7. l/50th Scale Dynamic
Oragline Trainer

The instructor can have the computer record and provide a
printout of the total number of cycles completed, average cycle times,
average dig times and dig lengths and average swing angle. Common
errors such as bucket shock, tight lining, boom stress, overspool,
multipass, \ bucket fill and excessive drag are also recorded by the
computer. The instructor may also select machine malfunctions which
are displayed on the caution and warning panel thereby training the
student the correct response to these malfunctions.
On-Board Display - Dragline
Two companies dre marketing a computer controlled device which
is installed on a large dragline. The device monitors and records
performance data of the dragline, power consumption and provides
displays to the operators informing them of their operation and
production performance. The device is reported to be designed
to function as a training device for experienced operators, thereby,
reducing operating costs and increasing productivity. A display
system and keyboard device is located in the operator cab to request
past or present performance information displays and the operator
can also select specific parts of an operational cycle for review
and evaluation. With this data, the operator can then change his
operation tactics to increase performance. At the end of the shift
the computer will surn the stored data and provide a printout of the
information to the operator. The data can be stored for long periods
of time and used by mine management personnel for production reports.
On Board Display - Shovel
A smaller and simpler data recording device is under evaluation
at the present time. It is installed on a BE 2958 shovel that is
removing overburden at a mine in Wyoming. This device was not
intended to be used by the operator. It functions more as a data
recording ､･ｶｾ｣＠
and built-in test system for maintenance and repair
information.
As indicated early there are several other training or data
collection devices being installed on trucks, crawler tractors,
front end loaders, and other large equipment. As the operational
capability of these devices are proven it is expected that the
necessary programs will be developed so that both inexperienced and
experienced operators will benefit. However, the on-board devices
still require that the production ･ｱｵｾｰｭｮｴ＠
provide the time, wear
and tear imposed by training while losses are occuring in the
production schedule.
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CONCLUSION ANO SUMMARY

The use of traincrs and simulators as a means of s upplements,
or in place of, on the job training has been used very successfully
for the past 40 years in the high risk, high cost , high technology
systems and programs. Because of the cost and skills involved in
the ｯｰ･ｲ｡ｴｩ
ｯｾ＠
and maintenance of these hi ghly specialized systems
it is feas1tle to expend the time and resources necessa ry to develop
the simulation deviccs .
It ｷ｡ｾ＠
not until the mass production of minicomputers and
microprocessors that simulation devices became sufficiently
inexpensive and had the necessary storage capability to be used in
the development of simulators for the large equipment used in the
mining and construction industry. Through the efforts of the U.S .
Bureau of Mines, private industry, and coal companies it has been
possible to accumulate the necessary resources to design, construct,
and evaluate these dcvices.
To date, two simulators have been developed and evaluated
with an indication that the operator skills necessary for safe
and efficicnt operation of the underground continuous miner and
the large dragline can be achieved using these training devices.
The shuttle car traincr system has been developed and the second
generation systcm has been constructed but it is still lacking
evaluation at this time .
To be effective the trainer must be designed to meet the
training objectives, provide the necessary visual system and have
the realism necessary to provide transfer of skill and knowledge
from the simulator to the production operation. Other training
techniqucs using computers, rnini-computers, and microprocessors
are also being evaluated. In most cases these devices are being
used primarily ｡ｾ＠
on-board-devices for operation data collection,
built-in-test functions, and energy/performance data. Operator
training and performance enhancement is secondary.
The feasibility of using these devices to supplement on-thc-job
t raining of large numbers of the working force must s til l be proven
in t wo arcas.
First it must be proven to bc cost effective from t he company
standpoint and second, it must be accepted by the oper ator personnel
and unions. It appears that both of these areas of concern can be
resolved with education of the benefits to be derived by both
groups . The use of airc r a ft simulators to t rain and upg rade pil ots
in the military , commercial , and private f l ying sectors have shown
that management , union , and operators can benefit i f the d esign
i s adequate and production , safety and per sonnel advancement can
be achieved using these devi ces.
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INSPOCTIOO 1lND .REPAIR CF 'FUXX>ED MINE SHAFT
UNIQUE APPLICATIOO CF CFFSHORE 'ID:HNIQUES

During the de<3:1e of the 1960 ' s a new technique to effect nort:
efficient aro safer deep sea diving was verified by the u.s. Navy
and effectively applied by the oommercial diving industry in
support of the worldwide search and J;rOOuction of offshore oil cn:'l
g as resources.
1bis technique, called "saturation diving", is based oo the
thesis that the tissues of the human b:ldy, llhile being subjected to
increased gas pressures, will take up gas to a point of
equillibration with the increased J;ressure. 1be OOdy tissue then
beo:mes "saturated" as the J;ressure is C!A?lied. "'lbtal saturation"
occurs after a period of approximately twelve h:>urs. Q1ce the b:Jdy
has reached "saturation", the decc.rrpression time required to
eliminate this gas in a rontrolled manner to frevent the ooset of
decanpression sickness or "bends" is independent of the time spent
at depth. 1berefore, for any given depth the decanpression time is
f ixed. 'lhis differs fran standard short-term diving llhere both
depth and time at depth significantly alters a decompression
profile.
The oovantage of this technique is that divers can perform
eight or rrore productive hours of work in a twenty-four hour
period, remain lllder J;ressure, rontinue such p:oduction for -..eeks
and be decompressed at the ero of the J;rOject in the sarne time tm
they remained under pressure for ooly twelve h:>urs.
Life support for this technique requires a pressure boundary,
or dlamber, llherein the divers eat and sleep llhile cnnp!:"essed in a
helium--oxygen atnosphere at the working depth pressure, plus a
transt:er dlamber llhich delivers the divers to and fran the work
ｳｩｴ･
ｾ＠ at this pressure.
Maintenance of life SUIP>rt both in the
chambers and for the divers in the water is cnnplex and requires
surface technicians oo a 24 hour basis to support the operations.
Application of this diving technique has significantly
increased the capabilities of manned intervention in the ocean .
'lhe rrost technically significant capability that has been made
possible by saturation diving is the dry hyperbaric welding of
subsea pipelines and structures . In this technique , working in a
dry envirocvnent at arnbient pressure, and supported through
saturation diving, divers are able to bevel , align arx3 weld steel
structures with weldments that meet oodes of classification
societies such· as Lloyds, ret N:>rske Veritas and J\merican 9..Jreau of
Shiwing. Taylor Diving has been the pioneer in developing this
technique and has performed 240 such welds since 1968.
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Divers, even with saturation diving have limited capabilities
due to depth restrictions. Also the econanics of saturation diving
are such that rerrote operated vehicles have been developed to
per forrn visual inspection anel limited manipulator tasks at deeper
depths where they are econanically superior in performing these
functions.
This presentation describes the application of saturation
diving, dry ｨｹｰ･ｲ｢｡ｾ｣＠
welding anel rerrote cperated vehicles to two
unique land based mining projects. 'lhe intent of this presentation
is to inspire the audience {reader) to oonsider oonsultation with
qualified subsea oontractors to assist in solutions to problems
involving flooded mines.
Saturation diving anel hyperbaric welding techniques developed
on behalf of the offshore oil industry were enployed recently to
repair the steel liner of a new eight-foot diameter mining shaft
which flooded 'lobile being oonstructed in the state of Missouri in
the USA.
This was the first known time in the history of the
underground mining industry that deep sea divers worked in a mine
shaft to overoome adversities that can occur with water.
Taylor Diving & Salvage O:mpany of Belle Olasse, La. performed
the unusual assignment in a new shaft that was part of a
construction project to develop a new ore l::ody.
'lhe c:anpleted
shaft was 112-inches in diameter to a depth of 1,350-feet.
The shaft was designed to be cased with a 96-inch diameter
steel liner. Cement was p.llllped into the 8-inch annulus between the
liner anel the rock walls of the shaft to sever the liner él1d seal
off the upper water 20ne fran the water 20ne in the mining h::>rizon.
These two water 20nes are separated by a 150-foot thick shale bed
approximately 1 ,000-feet below the surface.
After the cement hardened, water inside the liner -was p.llllped
down· following rerroval of a steel closure used for floating the
liner in place.
During the final fhase of pJmping down, a crack developed in
the liner at 803-feet after -water level inside the shaft had been
lowered to approximately 690-feet.
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After unsuccesful attempts were made by other oontractors to
grout off the flow, Taylor Di ving was cx:>ntacted to devise a plan
for putting diverjwelders into the shaft to weld a patch over the
crack.
A preliminary engineering and logistical survey of the \ooOrk
site indicated that the job cx:>uld be performed with Taylor 1 s
standard saturation diving equipnent and a custam-designed
underwater welding habitat. Taylor engineers designed a totally
new type of circular habitat, errbracing it with an inflatable
rubber packer to maintain ｾｯ｡ｴ･ｲｩｧｨ＠
integrity against the sides of
the shaft.
Ibwever, the close oonfines of the shaft presented
problems rot encountered in the cpen sea. (Figure 1 )
Oil States R.lbber Q:xrpany in Ibuston fabricated the inflatable
rubber ｰＺｾ｣ｫ･ｲ＠
similar to that \oklich had been employed during
grouting of the giant legs supporting Shell Oil 1 s O:lgnac platform
in the Gulf of r-t:!xicx:>. 'lhis packer proved to be sized ideally fur
awlication around the habitat.
'Itle c:nnpleted habitat included a 9-foot long diver access
trunk rreasuring ｾｏＭｩｮ｣ｨ･ｳ＠
in diarreter, fitted inside with all
necessary welding equipment .
ln the rreantirre, "--rk progressed oo qualifying the weld
procedure and diverjwelders.
'lhe surface support crew included
tenders, electricians, hydraulic specialists , life support , and
diving supervisors.

Since six diver-welders "--Uld be needed to keep the job
"--ridng around the clock, Taylor elected to use a single charreer
ｓ＠
newest "twin stacked" saturation units,
fram ooe of the ｣｡ｮｰＺｾｹ
along with the system 1 s regular diving bell.
Ｑ

Together with the life SURX>rt system, welding and diving
station, winches, air a:rnpt'essors , welding machines, air tuggers,
umbilicais, and related gear, the saturation system ｾｯ｡ｳ＠
ｬｾ･､＠
in
Belle Chasse aboard trucks and transported 800 miles to the \ooOrk
site. Breathing gases were delivered directly fram the supplier .
While the diving equipnent ｾｯ｡ｳ＠
being readied, the patch ｾｯ｡ｳ＠
lowered into the shaft, locating it directly CNer the crack. 'Itle
precise positioning was acoomplished by viewing the crack over a TV
1
monitor focused through a "window" to the left of the ｰＺｾｴ｣ｨ＠
s
center. <Ner the JtOnitor, the 22-inch crack, protruding 1. 5-inches
into the shaft, ｾｯ｡ｳ＠
clearly E!llident .
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A length of drill string ｾ｡ｳ＠
then used to hanmer an cpposing
section of rolled steel patch in the "scissors" tool until four
hinged bars securing the <lJPC>Sing section to the patch were fully
horizontal. 'lhis had the effect of spreading the tool fully and
janming the 54 x 74-inch patch tightly êÇainst the shaft.
The next step was to lower the underwater welding habitat into
place via two cables that also were used to suspend it fran the top
of the shaft. 'lhe divers ' access trunk fitted easily through the
four cross bars of the patch.
Under oormal circumstances, the base section of a saturation
unit is welded to the deck of a "V.Ork barge or oil platform, blt
since there was oo ｾ｡ｹ＠
to cb this oo land, it was decided to let
gravity accomplish the job. A ｾ｡ｲｴｯｮ＠
traction winch used to raise
and lower the bell ｾ｡ｳ＠
welded to the far end of the base , serving
as a counter-balance against the weight of the bell.
'lhe divers started in saturation at 2030 hours oo Saturday,
July 14 and made their first bell run the following norning. 'lhe
divers were instructed to cbtain a sanple fran the damaged area and
bring it to the surface for laboratory examination.
Prior to
cutting this coupon, the turbulence fran the a:Juifer was rninimized
by keeping the water level in the shaft at 130-feet fran the
surface. Since the water table in this area is also 130-feet, the
effect was to equalize the J.Xessure differential, thus eliminating
in-flow.
After the coupon was cut , the divers shut a hinged door to
cover the "window" and bolted it tight. 'lhese bolts , their roles ,
and the perimeter of the "window" w:>Uld la ter be welded.
'lhe
packer of the habitat was now inflated .
Breathing gas was then introduced into the sealed-off area
beneath the habitat until the water level was forced beneath a
steel grating 1-klich served as a floor for the habitat .
'lhis
enclosure was essentially like a large blbble tnder J.Xessure at
800-feet and was held cbwn by 17-tons of lead ballast weight. 'lhe
top of the habitat was approximately 790-feet below the surface.
Hot water suits were needed to effect the transfer of the
divers fran the bell to the habitat ｾ･ｲ＠
they renoved their
helmets and switched to a breathing mask designed for hyperbaric
welding.
ｾ＠
diver/welders made each excursion, with ooe remaining
inside the bell W!ile the other welded for about three oours before
changing p:>sitions .
'lhe "V.Ork shifts ran seven oours, witt
approximately ooe hour needed each way for retrieving the bell,
mating it to the deca'npression chamber, effecting the crew change,
un-mating the bell, and lowering it back to the work site.
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The areas to be welded were marked for easy reference and
identification by diving supervisora and customer representatives
on the surface.
After the ｾｯ･ｬ､ｩｮｧ＠
was cx::mpleted, magnetic particle inspection
was performed before the divers started their decompression.
Decanpression took awroxiamtely eight days ( one 24-hour c'!ay
required for every 100-feet of depth) and was cx::mpleted during the
early afternoon of July 30.
oo the patch plate , the
Having <nnpleted the basic ｾｯ･ｬ､ｩｮｧ＠
water was pumped down below 800-feet after the welding habitat was
raised to the surface. 'lhe remainder of the repair plate collar
was welded in place by standard mathods using welders in a work
c age.
This exercise marked the first time Taylor worked in very deep
water other than offshore or lD"'der simulated oonditions in the
company's hyperba=ic research and training oomplex in Belle
Chasse.
'lhe project was a significant milestone roth for the mining
industry aro the cmrnercial diving industry.
The offshore oil industry has experienced a dramatic
change in underwat;er suwort services during the
last six years.
'Ihis change resulted fran the
introduction of remotely operated vehicles and Which
have greatly reduced the cost of performing
inspection and light work tasks. 'lhe vehicles have
also permitted access to areas W'lere it would be
unsafe oc Ibysically impossible to place divers . We
feel these tools rould be of value to }'Ollr industry
and wish to take this opportunity to show some
examples of the equipment and tasks they have
performed.
The rrost successful and widely used ROV is the Hydro
Products' RCV-225.
'1\.Q of the rrost significant
features are its small size, only 26 inches in
diameter, and its extreme depth capability of 6,600
feet of seawater.
'lhe deepest cmrnercial dive to
date by an OCV-225 was in behal f of the mining
industry.
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In March 1982, Taylor Diving was oontacted to
inspect a uranhrn mine in N:>rth Jmerica. A 3, 200
foot vertical shaft was flooded as the result of
intrusion of very warm urx1erground water.
'lhe
flooding W"lich oollapsed a 12-feet thick, 16-feet
diameter ooncrete plug occurred at a time W"len the
mine was inactive.
'lhe Taylor ICV-225 team was
assigned to inspect the lower 1 , 900 feet of the
shaft. 'lhis was the flooded fX)rtion throu:Jh W"lich
concrete from the oollapsed plug had fallen.
Excurs ions even to limited depths into the mine
1o0uld have been irnp:>ssible for divers, because of
large éll'Ollnts of ｴｲｾｳ｡｢ｬ･＠
debris at various levels
and the 135 • F plus water tE!IT{)eratures.
'lhis
tenperature also limited P:DV mission duration to 35
minutes.
During the dives, the shaft walls were
thoroughly inspected for damage.
In less than a
week spent at the site, sufficient information was
recorded oo video tape to e1able the mine owner to
accurately weigh the cost of reactivating the
shaft.
ｾｩｬ･＠
this is the ooly recorded use of an fCN in a
mine, may tasks performed for the offshore oil
industry oould be érlapted to mine cperations. Ole
example is the placement and use of explosive
devices.
During a three year cperation in the
Straits of Sicily, severa! hundred shaped dlarges
were placed in depths to 1750 feet to clear a
pipeline ｲｩｧｨｴｾｦＭｷ｡ｹ＠
between Sicily and '1\misia.
'lhe ｲｩｧｨｴｾｦＭｷ｡ｹ＠
had severa! areas of volcanic rock
outcrowing that had to be cleared to );rovide a flat
bed for the pipe lay. Extensive use of explosives
was required to accanplish this task.
After
attempts at other methods of setting the shape
charges, it was determined that the fastest and most
effective method ｾｵｬ､＠
be with the FCN. 'lhe vehicle
was used to:

1)

I.ocate the blast si te.

2)

Q.lide and set the shape charges.

3)

Actuate a hydraulic valve to release the
charges.
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4)

Inspect to insure that all detonating oord an<'l
electrical cables and oonnectors were intact.

5)

Perform a
p:>st
survey
effectiveness of the blast.

to

assess

the

A similar use for the fCN is the cutting of cables
or pipelines using shape charges or thermal cutters.
During a recent derronstration a vehicle built and
operated by Taylor Diving cut a 2 1/2 inch piece of
wire rope.
'Ihis system oould be used to rerrove
tangled cable or abandoned pipelines fran a flooded
shaft without the risk of tearing out surrounding
equipnent.
There are érlditional exêlllples of offshore tasks far
too numerous to go into at this time.
It is our
hope that this paper has served to stimulate your
imagination and raise pertinent questions ooncerning
other ways RJV's can help the mining industry.
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